18 TONNE
Designed to take up to 10 tonne payloads,
the 18T is ideal for inner city driving and
delivering to sites with limited access due to
its smaller dimensions and greatly increased
manoeuvrability. Versatility and adaptability
is key with this model, meaning your load can
be moved quickly and efficiently on a compact
vehicle.

The Higher Standard.

OVERVIEW
Designed to achieve payloads of up to 10
tonne, the 18T is ideal for inner city driving
and delivering to sites with limited access
due to its smaller dimensions and greatly
increased manoeuvrability. It’s also more
cost effective for single machine or short
distance deliveries.
This truck and body combination gives
an efficient low deck height and very low
loading angles, which is ideal for small
plant and access as well as more specialist
machines such as spider lifts, mini cranes
and agricultural machinery.
Many firms would specify 18T plant vehicle
with shorter body lengths to reduce the
turning circle and rear overhang which
increases manoeuvrability, but any lengths
from 6M up to 9M is achievable, when
specified with suitable chassis wheelbase.

ACCESS LADDER & SIDEGUARD

FALL-ARREST POLE STORAGE

If you’re looking for a plant body that
gives maximum flexibility for varied loads,
then this remarkable product is perfect
for you and your fleet, no matter what the
specification.

RAMP STYLES AVAILABLE
CHEESEWEDGE

DOUBLE-FLIP

STRAIGHT
LED STRIP DECK LIGHTS

LED WORKLIGHT

WHY CHOOSE STERLING?

1

THE HIGHER STANDARD
Our stringent Quality Assurance processes,
combined with high quality materials and
CE marked components, guarantee the
reliability of the product and minimise
down-time. Those exacting standards
extend to our customer service too,
the Sterling culture of integrity means
responding quickly and keeping you
informed at every stage of the process.
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BUILT TO LAST
Our products are built using only the finest
and strongest materials, finished off with a
galvanising process that ensures they stand
the test of time. This eliminates the need
for costly maintenance, making the cost of
ownership lower. It also means that many
truck manufacturers value a truck fitted
with a Sterling body with up to 10% higher
residual value.
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INSIGHTFUL INNOVATIONS
Intelligent additions, like our
electro-hydraulically operated ramps, not
only save effort, they save fuel too. That
means lower operating costs overall. Or how
about something you can’t put a price on?
The unique shallow loading angle of our
cheesewedge ramp dramatically improves
loading safety, giving you peace of mind.

4

SMART DESIGN
Intelligent innovations are made all the
better when they are easy on the eye.
Our clean aesthetics give a visual boost
to your brand image, hiding rams on our
cheeswedge design and keeping overall
clutter to a minimum.
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